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Introduction
A Square complex matrix A is said to be Schur stable if the spectrum of A is contained in the open unit disk in the complex plane. This property plays an important role in the stability theory for discrete time dynamical Systems. In this Paper we explore a related concept of stability of matrices called Schur D-stubility which occurs naturally in the area of control Systems analysis and design [1, 9] . For additional information on matrix stability consult [2, 3, 5] . Given a Square complex matrix A = [aij], IA / denotes the matrix [IQ,,~]. For a real matrix A, A 3 0 (resp. A > 0) means that all entries of A are nonnegative (resp. positive). For two real matrices A and B, we write A <B or B > A for ' 
B -A 3 0. The set of all eigenvalues of A, denoted by o(A), is called the spectrum of A. The spectral radius of A is denoted by p(A) (= max{ lil: A E a(A)}).
The Operator norm of A is denoted by 1 IA 11, which is dm, where A* is the adjoint (conjugate transpose) of A. The algebra of II x n complex (real) matrices with Operator norm will be denoted by .Mn(C) (resp. ~?'~([w)). The identity matrix of size appropriate for the context will be denoted by Z. We will denote the set of all IZ x n real (resp. complex) Schur D-stable matrices by Ygn([w) (resp. ,Y9n(@)).
Real 2 x 2 Schur D-stable matrices
In this section we give a characterization of the set Y92(R). First we give a characterization of Schur stable 2 x 2 matrices.
Then A is Schur stable if'and only ij (i) lad -bcl < 1, and
Proof. Suppose that A is Schur stable. The eigenvalues of A are 
It follows easily from (i) and (ii) that Ia + di < 2. Using this together with Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). we obtain the inequality
from which ljL*l < 1 is clear.
In the case of a + d > 0, a similar argument using II + d < 2 yields 1;. i < 1. If (u + d)? ~ 4(ad -hc) < 0. then lj+ l2 = (ad -hc) < 1, by (i). This comptetes the proof. 0
The following combines results found in [l.9]
Theorem 2.2. Let
Theri A E $1 Y2 (R) ij and on(v (f
Proof. 
Real 3 x 3 Schur Stahle matrices

Let A = [alj] E ~2'3 (IR).
We begin this section by stating necessary and sufficient conditions that A be Schur stable. Our second result characterizes all 3 x 3 matrices which are vertex stable.
The 2 x 2 principal minors of A will be denoted by mll = a22u33 -a23u32, m22 = aIla33 -a13a31 and rn33 = al1a22 -~12~72~. The trace and the determinant of A are denoted by z and 6, respectively. The characteristic polynomial of A becomes po.) = -1" + ~2~ -~3. + 6, where p = rnll + m22 + m33.
Theorem 3.1. Let A E _&'~(R). Then, using the uhol:e notcrtion. A i.r Schurstahle f
and only (f (9 161 < 1,
Proof. Assume A is Schur stable.
(i) If s, y, z are the eigenvalues of A, then /XI: 11.1% 1-I < 1. Therefore Id/ < 1.
(ii) The real eigenvalues of A lie strictly between -1 and 1. The cubic polynomialp(/l) satisfies lim;.__X p(2) = fx and lim,-., p(jL) = X. It follows that 'D-1) = 1 +T+/L+6 >o and p(1) = -1 +r-/t+6 <o. Hence /r+S/ < 1 +/1.
(iii) Cuse 1. t6 -p > 0 and 6 > 0. Then using T + (5 < 1 + p from (ii), we get z0 + 6' < 6 + 6,~. Hence 0 6 t6 -11 < n + 611 -p -ci' = (1 -6)(--1( + (5). SO 0 < Sh -p < 1 -6' since 1 -6 > 0 from (i) and ,D > ~ 1 from (ii).
Cusc 2. tci -p 3 0 and is < 0. Then using T + ci > -1 -,L! from (ii), we get z(i + ii' < -S -6~. Therefore
Cuse 3. T~-,M>O
and <5=0+,~<0. From (ii) we have 0< l+/l+ -1 < p < 0 so that 1~1 < 1.
Cuse 4. rh -p < 0. Assume that x, J', z are also real. Then A is similar to the matrix We wish to show that &l <r&/i<O or -~6 + p < 1 -6'. In terms of the above Jordan matrix we must show -XVz(X + v + z) + xy + xz + yz < 1 -2y2z2.
Observe that ,f(x. ~1, z) = lxzy;2zr + ,Y?-+ xy?z + xyz' -xy -SZ -yz = ( 1 -xy) (1 -xz) ( 1 -yz) which is positive for all real x, y, z with 1x1. 1~1. lz/ < 1. Therefore the desired inequality holds when the eigenvalues x, y, z are real. Since we are considering 3 x 3 real matrices, we may assume that two of the eigenvalues are complex conjugates of each other and one eigenvalue is real. If x is real, y and z are complex conjugates of each other, then J'(x,y.z) = 11 -xzl'(l -1~1') which is positive for 1x1, lyl, /zI < 1. In all the cases we have Ir6 -,U < 1 -6'.
(iv) From (iii) we have 1 -d2 + 67 -,LL > 0, and squaring
(ii) we get 1 -d2 -2(76 -/L) > r2 -p2. Thus,
After expanding the left side, using the fact that (6~ -,u)' = (6,~ -T)~-
(1 -d2)(T2 -/L'), and simplifying, we have,
which is readily seen to be equivalent to (iv) after a factorization. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.1 to the matrices AD with D a real diagonal matrix satisfying ID] = Z. Note the conditions (i) and (iii) of Theorem 3.1 applied to AD yield the same results for A( -D).
??
Using Theorem 3.1, a result about the Schur D-stability of A tan also be stated as follows: A 3 x 3 real matrix A is Schur D-stable if and only if for each diagonal matrix D with ID1 < Z the matrix B = AD satisfies the conditions (i) (iii) in Theorem 3.1.
Tridiagonal Schur D-Stahle matrices
In this section we prove that vertex stability implies Schur D-stability for certain block triangular matrices and tridiagonal matrices.
Lemma 4.1. Let A E .JZ, (C) be block triarzgdar ubith syuure hlocks do\~x its diagonul. Then (i) A is uertex stable lj"and only {f each qf the hlocks 011 the diugonul is certc,s stahle.
(
ii) A is Schur D-stable if and only iJ' euch of the hlocks on the diugonul is Schur D-Stuhle.
The proof of this lemma is straightforward.
The main theorem of this section is the following,
Theorem 4.2. Let A E JH,,(R) be a tridiagonal matrix. Then A is Schur D-stable if and only f A is vertex stable.
Proof. By applying Lemma 4.1 (repeatedly, if necessary) we need only consider the case with the super-and sub-diagonal entries of A all nonzero. Starting with dl = 1 select dj+i = fl inductively SO that aj+l,jdjajj+ldj+l > 0. Next choose pt = 1 and inductively set pj+l =pjJaj+l_jdj/(aj,,+ldj+l) > 0. If  P = diag(pl ,p2, . . ,p,) and D = diag(di , dz, . , d,) , then a straightforward calculation Shows that P-'ADP is symmetric. Thus,
which implies A is Schur D-stable. The converse is clear. 0
Proposition 4.3. Zf A E J&,,(R) is block triangular with Square tridiagonal blocks down its diagonal then A is Schur D-stable ifand only if A is vertex stable.
Proof. Apply Lemma 4.l(i) followed by Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.l(ii). 0
General results on Schur D-stable matrices
In this section we prove some general results concerning the class Ygin(@). We also give some examples and general remarks.
Theorem 5.1. IJ'A is in YSn(@) (or 9'~3~([w)), then there exists a 6 > 0 such that p(AD)<l
-Sf or every diagonal D with ID1 < 1.
Proof. Since the set of all diagonal matrices D with ID1 < Z is compact, and the matrix multiplication Operation is continuous in the norm topology, the set XxA = {AD: ID/ <Z} is compact.
As the spectral radius p : X++p(X) is a continuous map from An(@) (with Operator norm topology) to the reals, it maps XA to a compact subset of the reals. Thus ~(~47,) has a maximum, p(ADo) for some DO with ID01 GI. But since is Schur D-stable, p(ADo) < 1. Choose 6 = 1 -p(ADo). Then we have the desired conclusion.
Theorem 5.2. 9'3,(@) is open in l/,(C).
Proof. Let A E 9'9,(C).
Then .X'. We note that Y is in fact a group. though we will not be using this.
Proof. Define F(X) = X*AX for all X E CA,(C). Then F is continuous, and hence $ = F-' (YS, (42)) 1s o p en. It is easy to see that C4 is compact and is contained in Y . . Thus there exists a 6 such that for all T with dist( T. 9) < ci. we have T E f . . This is equivalent to T*AT E :l'(r,,(C) for all T with dist(T, $ ') < 6, as desired. 0
Note that the set of Schur D-stable matrices that are obtained as described in this theorem is quite large. We do not know if all Schur D-stable matrices arise in this way. Proof. The proofs of (i) and (ii) are found on p. 491 of [6] . For (iii), let A 3 0 and suppose K is diagonal with IKl GI. Then PW)
6 P(IAKI) = &I~II G P(A). 
Schur D-Stahility and matrix norms
The following theorem is taken from [7] . See also p. 310 of [6] . 
